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Abstract Sit-to-stand (STS) transfers are a common human
task which involves complex sensorimotor processes to con-
trol the highly nonlinear musculoskeletal system. In this
paper, typical unassisted and assisted human STS trans-
fers are formulated as optimal feedback control problem
that finds a compromise between task end-point accuracy,
human balance, energy consumption, smoothness of motion
and control and takes further human biomechanical control
constraints into account. Differential dynamic programming
is employed, which allows taking the full, nonlinear human
dynamics into consideration. The biomechanical dynamics
of the human is modeled by a six link rigid body includ-
ing leg, trunk and arm segments. Accuracy of the proposed
modelling approach is evaluated for different human healthy
and patient/elderly subjects by comparing simulations and
experimentally collected data. Acceptable model accuracy is
achieved with a generic set of constant weights that prioritize
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the different criteria. Finally, the proposed STSmodel is used
to determine optimal assistive strategies suitable for either a
person with specific body segment weakness or a more gen-
eral weakness. These strategies are implemented on a robotic
mobility assistant and are intensively evaluated by 33 elder-
lies, mostly not able to perform unassisted STS transfers. The
validation results show a promising STS transfer success rate
and overall user satisfaction.
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1 Introduction

The rapidly ageing society and the continuous decrease of
nursing specialists call for new assistive devices that fit
elderly and patient demands.Human sit-to-stand (STS) trans-
fers are a frequently exercised daily activity, which highly
influences the quality of life of people who are not able any-
more to accomplish normal STS transfers due to a specific
or more general muscle weakness.

Only few assistive robotic devices focused on support-
ing human STS transfers so far and their control can be
grouped into three categories: motion control, force control
and switching control.

The group of Hirata and Kosuge presented different types
ofwalking helpers that use basic admittance control to decide
on the motion of the platform during STS transfers (Chuy
et al. 2006). In Jun et al. (2011) and Kim et al. (2011) authors
guided sit-to-stand transfers by a selected trajectory of a sup-
port plate mounted on the developed robot called SMW. The
desired trajectory of this plate was implemented by control-
ling the linear actuator guiding the angle and height of the
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support plate. The authors proposed two predefined trajecto-
ries and compared their characteristics using the force/torque
datameasured by sensors at the top plate.Médéric and Pasqui
finally developed amobility assistant equipped with 2 degree
of freedom actuated handles that support patients in STS
transfers, see Mederic et al. (2004). They fitted pre-recorded
hand paths with cubic splines and tested a series of pre-
parametrized trajectories (Pasqui et al. 2010).

Force control was employed by Médéric and Pasqui who
evaluated the zero moment point (ZMP) for a simplified
human model and controlled the interaction force between
user and robot to stabilize the configuration. They solved an
optimization problem that minimizes the interaction force
taking ZMP-based balance constraints into account (Med-
eric et al. 2005).

Finally, also switching controllers were investigated. A
STS rehabilitation system consisting of a 3 DoF support
pad that the patient must lean on during STS transfers was
proposed in Chugo et al. (2008). Analyzing the different
phases of STS movements by means of multi-body com-
puter simulations, they realized an admittance controllerwith
force reference implementing damping control for the lifting
body phase and compliant impedance control for all other
phases with a pre-computed reference trajectory based on
real human STS transfers (Chugo et al. 2012). Pasqui et al.
(2007) presented a fuzzy controller to ensure stability of the
patient during assisted sit-to-stand transfers. They subdivided
the sit-to-stand transfer into several phases and defined fuzzy
rules that evaluate the center of pressure and the horizontal
component of the handle force to guarantee stability for the
patient by switching between controllers implementing vari-
ations of admittance control.

Understanding and imitating the human behavior during
STS transfers provides a powerful tool to control assistive
robots when aiming for an intuitive and natural behavior of
the coupled system of human and robot. Previous work on
human STS transfer assistance hardly incorporates compu-
tational models of STS transfer motions. STS transfers are
mainly studied and analyzed in explorative and hypothesis-
driven experiments, which led to a considerable amount of
findings. Lindemann et al. (2003) for example developed
a correlation formula to derive required power from body
weight and standing up duration. Kralj et al. (1990) studied
different STS transfer phases and their duration. Schenkman
et al. (1990) dividedSTS transfers into 4phases anddiscussed
characteristics of these phases. STS transfer characteristics
such as torque and range of motion in the lower limb joints
during a normal STS were reported by Lindemann et al.
(2003),Galli et al. (2008),Kralj et al. (1990). Further, Janssen
et al. (2002) summarizes seat, subject and strategy-related
determinants for STS transfers and describes their influence
on performance. In Millington et al. (1992), Kotake et al.
(1993), Ikeda et al. (1991), Hirshfeld et al. (1999) authors

study average time, maximal hip flexion, knee extension
angle and velocities for completion of a STS transfer.Modifi-
cations of CoM trajectories during STS transfers by lowering
the horizontal and vertical CoM displacements were found
to lead to a significant reduction of joint moments on the
knee and hip, see Mathiyakom et al. (2005). Shifting the
chair height from 65 to 115 % of knee height resulted in a
large change of moments in hip and knee joints, see Rodosky
et al. (1989). Moreover, minimum peak joint moments and
their relation to movement time were determined by study-
ing a large set of experimentally collected kinematic data
in Yoshioka et al. (2007, 2009). More findings are summa-
rized in reviews like Kerr et al. (1991) and Janssen et al.
(2002).

While this way a huge variety of data has been analyzed by
various researchers, only few computational models to study
human STS transfers have been presented so far. In Mughal
and Iqbal (2005) and Bahrami et al. (2000) authors investi-
gated an optimal LQR formalism in the context of an optimal
tracking controller combined with a fuzzy biomechanical
model, which interpolates between two linearized models
of the nonlinear four segment/bipedal dynamics around the
sitting and standing position. They optimized physiological
costs when tracking a predefined ankle, knee, hip, and pelvis
reference trajectory (Mughal and Iqbal 2005, 2006, 2008a, b;
Mughal et al. 2011).

In Mombaur (2014) the author employed a cost function
combining joint torques squared with absolute head orienta-
tion. The author argues that the first term increases efficiency
of the motion, while the second term results in a stabilization
of the head, but no comparison with human data is performed
allowing to judgewhether thismodel is sufficient or appropri-
ate to model human behavior in STS transfers. The same cost
function has been adopted inHoang andMombaur (2015) for
the design of a STS mechanism.

In Kuzelicki et al. (2005) authors employed dynamic
optimization to determine optimal STS trajectories by con-
sidering a cost function that minimizes joint torques, torque
change and the difference between left and right ground
reaction forces based on sequential quadratic programming
(SQP). They determined different weights of the single cri-
teria for unassisted STS transfers of healthy subjects as
well as amputees, but did not study assisted STS trans-
fers. Moreover, critical balance criteria were not considered
in their approach. Further, from an optimization point of
view, SQP is considered a method of local optimization
and thus, may lead to suboptimal solutions, while global
methods based on the Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellmann equa-
tions and dynamic programming typically suffer from the
curse of dimensionality. Both is problematic when consid-
ering biomechanical problems, as they are typically high-
dimensional and involve model uncertainties (Todorov and
Jordan 2002). Differential dynamic programming (DDP) and
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iterative linear-quadratic Gaussian (ILQG) have been pro-
posed in literature to overcome aforementioned limitations.
They solve the optimization problem by dynamic program-
ming, and lead to feedback control laws. Both are methods
based on optimal feedback control (OFC) that have shown
to be a powerful tool to study biological movements and
interpreting human motor behavior (Todorov and Jordan
2002).

In this paperwe formulatefirst unassisted and then assisted
STS transfers as optimal feedback control problems and solve
them using an iterative optimal control approach to derive
optimal assistive strategies to be provided by an assistive
robot. Optimal assistive strategies for subjects characterized
by a specific or more general muscle weakness are studied,
and optimal trajectories are derived. We employ DDP that
iterativelly quadratically approximates the nonlinear system
dynamics and the optimal cost-to-go function around the
current trajectory. It takes physical control constraints like
torque limitations into account, while human balance-related
criteria are considered in the cost function. The modelling
approach for unassisted STS transfers is validated for three
different human healthy subjects and nine elderly/patient
subjects by comparing simulations and experimentally col-
lected data.

Finally, the STS model has been used to determine user-
specific optimal assistive trajectories for 33 elderlies, mostly
not able (or hardly able) to perform unassisted STS trans-
fers. The obtained trajectories have been implemented on a
robotic mobility assistant and intensively tested by the same
subjects in a formal user study. The validation results show
a promising success rate of achieved STS transfers.

This paper is organized as follows: STS transfer modeling
is formulated as optimal feedback control problem in Sect. 2.
Section 3 reports on capturing of experimental data, evalu-
ates the model and compares simulation with experimental
results. Section 4 presents obtained optimal STS assistive
trajectories for different subject classes as well as results of
the performed user study with the mobility assistance robot.
Section 5 finally concludes the paper and presents some final
remarks.

2 STS transfers formulated as optimization
problem

In the following subsections the STS transfer task is for-
mulated as an optimal feedback control problem with a
nonlinear cost function subject to control constraints. An
approximative optimal control approach based on DDP
[firstly introduced by Mayne (1966) and recently reformu-
lated by Tassa et al. (2012)] is employed to allow for an
efficient solving of this optimization problem.

2.1 Human biomechanical model

While a triple inverted pendulum has been widely studied
as a simplified biomechanical model of the human in biome-
chanics and biomedical literature [e.g. Iqbal andRoy (2004)],
in this paper a model consisting of five joints and six rigid
bodies1 involving foot, lower leg (shank), upper leg (thigh),
trunk (torso and head), lower and upper arm is considered,
which moves in the sagittal plane as shown in Fig. 1. The
ankle, knee, hip, shoulder and elbow joint torques are used
to control the motion of the model. The equations of motion
are derived using the Euler–Lagrange method. The nonlinear
dynamics of the biomechanical model is given by

M(θ)θ̈ + C(θ , θ̇) + G(θ) = τ + τ ext = τ tot (1)

whereM(θ)∈ R5×5 is the positive definite symmetric inertia
matrix, C(θ , θ̇) ∈ R5 the vector of Coriolis and centripetal
forces, and G(θ) ∈ R5 the gravitational force vector, while
θ ∈ R5 refers to the joint angle vector with ankle (θ1), knee
( θ2), hip (θ3), shoulder (θ4) and elbow (θ5) angles, τ ∈ R5

the joint torques and τ ext ∈ R5 the torque due to external
assistive generalized forces applied to the human.

The equations can bewritten as first order dynamic system
with x = [θ , θ̇ ]T ∈ R10

ẋ = f (x, τ ) =
(

θ̇

−M(θ)−1(C(θ, θ̇) + G(θ) − τ tot )

)
.

(2)

Considering F ∈ Rm external generalized forces applied to a
specific point k on the human model, and Jk(θ) ∈ Rm×5

(where m ∈ {1, 2, ..., 6}) the Jacobian associated to this
point, then τ ext is given by

τ ext = JkT (θ)F. (3)

Please note that in the unassisted case, we adopt a simpli-
fied version of this model controlled by three joint torques
(arm segments not actuated). Moreover, in case of assisted
STS transfers we study two different supporting points based
on the level of the patient’s demand advised by nurse spe-
cialists: (i) on the upper body under the patient’s shoulders
and (ii) at the hands.

2.2 Balance and task end-point accuracy criteria

To determine human balance and postural stability during
STS transfers, the virtual zero moment point (for abbrevia-

1 Stiffness of the human segments, specially arms, is neglected in the
model assuming that the human willingly accomplishes the STS task
and thus, reacts very stiff to external forces.
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Fig. 1 Rigid body biomechanical model of the human, li and ci rep-
resent the length and center of gravity of the segments while xi ,yi are
the reference frames attached to each joint

tion ZMP) is evaluated. As summerized byVukobratovic and
Borovac (2004), the ZMP is a point on ground level where
the pressure between the foot and ground is replaced by a
force which can balance active forces acting on the human
dynamics during the motion. ZMP can be computed from the
vertical component of contact moment T and the horizontal
component of contact force F as follows:

pzmp = T
F

. (4)

Task end-point accuracy is determined using the center of
mass (COM):

pcom =
∑6

i=1 mi p̂i∑6
i=1 mi

, (5)

where mi is the mass of the i th segment and p̂i the position
of its center of gravity.

2.3 Formulation of optimization problem

The STS optimal control problem is formulated as follows:
The human sitting position with zero joint velocities is con-
sidered the initial state at time t = 0 and the position of the
COM in the steady-state standing position is considered the
desired final state of the system at time t = T . The main goal
is to find a control law τ ∗ = π(x, t) that stays within joint
torque limits and that drives the system states smoothly from
the initial to the final configuration while minimizing a given
cost function.

We consider three main features when defining the cost
function of the optimization problem: user energy consump-
tion, smoothness of motion and control as well as user
balance. Minimization of energy is achieved by the effort
term C4 in (6) that tries to achieve a minimum time response
and thus, a minimization of energy as joint torques are much
lower in the standing than in the sitting configuration (when
neglecting the interaction forceswith the chair). Smooth con-
trol is achieved by the torque change term C3, while the
jerk term C2 improves smoothness of the resulting motion.
As humans automatically try to stabilize their movement
patterns, human balance criteria C1 based on the ZMP are
included as well.2 The following combination of criteria is
used to model the STS transfer task:

φtotal = φ f inal(x) +
∫ T

0

( 6∑
i=1

C i dt (6)

with

φ f inal = φ f 1 + φ f 2

φ f 1(x(T )) = | pcom(x(T )) − ptarcom |2W f 1

φ f 2(x(T )) = |θ̇(T )|2W f 2

C1(x(t), τ (t)) = | pzmp(x(t), τ (t)) − pmax
zmp |2W1

+| pmin
zmp − pzmp(x(t), τ (t))|2W1

C2(x(t)) = |...θ (t)|2W2

C3(τ (t)) = |τ̇ (t)|2W3

C4(τ (t)) = |τ (t)|2W4

C5(x(t)) = |max(0, x(t) − xmax )|2W5

+|max(0, xmin − x(t))|2W5

C6(F(t)) = |F(t)|2W6

and W f 1, W f 2 weighting matrices for the terminal costs
evaluated at the desired human COM position ptarcom in
a standing position at time T with zero joint veloci-
ties, W1 the weighting matrix for the human balance
term that aims to satisfy pmin

zmp ≤ pzmp(x, τ ) ≤ pmax
zmp ,

3 and
W2 = diag(w2a, w2k, w2h), W3 = diag(w3a, w3k, w3h),

2 Please note that a precise study of the human balance behavior during
aSTS is out of focus of this paper, but is a very interesting biomechanical
research question. Currently no study focusing on the balance criteria
used during a human STS transfer that could inform the selection of
these criteria could be found in literature and therefore regulation of
the human ZMP position has been considered as a postural regulator as
proposed by Li et al. (2011).
3 The base of support (BOS), which determines the values of pmin

zmp
and pmax

zmp ), typically includes the size of the feet and the room between
them for a humanwithout external support, respectively unassisted STS.
For the assisted case, when the human firmly grasps the robot han-
dles a larger BOS area can be considered. Since this, however, requires
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W4 = diag(w4a, w4k, w4h) the weighting matrices for
the human jerk, minimum torque change and effort terms
respectively, where the term diag(.) represents a diagonal
matrix4 and |v|2W = vTWv. The weighting matrix W5 is
responsible for the human joint angle and velocity bound-
aries θmin ≤ θ(t) ≤ θmax and θ̇min ≤ θ̇(t) ≤ θ̇max . Theweighting
matrix W6 is considered to minimize the interaction forces
exchanged between assistive robot and human and therefore
is considered equal to zero for the case of unassisted human
STS modeling. The cost function is finally considered sub-
ject to constraints of the system dynamics formulated in (2)
and control constraints, i.e. τmin ≤ τ (x, t) ≤ τmax .

2.4 Optimal feedback control

We solve this optimal control problem using Differen-
tial dynamic programming (DDP) first proposed in Mayne
(1966) and recently reformulated by Tassa et al. (2012). This
approach iteratively, quadratically approximates the costs
and the nonlinear system dynamics around the current trajec-
tory. Then, an approximately optimal control law is found by
designing an affine controller for the approximated system
that enforces formulated control constraints.More details are
given in Appendix 1.

For our specific STS transfer problem we consider pure
gravity compensating forces as an initial guess of the control
sequence,which is then iteratively improved by the algorithm
with respect to the formulated cost function.

The algorithm shows quadratic convergence in the vicinity
of a localminimum, similar toNewton’smethod as presented
by Liao and Shoemaker (1992) and returns the optimal con-
trol and the corresponding state sequences.

2.5 Inverse optimal control to determine cost function
weighting factors

Deriving a proper set of weighting factors for the cost func-
tion is crucial to properly model human STS transfers. We
employ an inverse optimal control (IOC) approach to iden-
tify underlying optimality criteria of STS motions either for
healthy subjects or patients. IOC allows to identify unknown
parameters in the cost function (in our case theweighting fac-
tors as defined in Sect. 2.3) for a set of recorded human STS
trajectories. We adapt the methodology proposed by Mom-
baur et al. (2010) to our specific problem of human STS
motions.

Footnote 3 continued
detecting whether the human stably grasps the handles and the cur-
rent robotic platform is not equipped with proper sensors to do so, we
decided to simplify the problem and to consider the most restrictive
case defined by the BOS of the human user only.
4 Please note that the same values for all diagonal elements are consid-
ered for each weighting matrix.

Given a set of recorded user STS motions, a cost function
for the bilevel optimization problem is formulated as follows,

min
W

m∑
j=1

||x∗(W , t j ) − xM (t j )||2 (7)

where the sum of the Euclidean distance between experimen-
tally recorded states xM (t j ) and the results of the optimal
control model x∗(W , t j ) is used to determine optimal val-
ues for the weighting factors W . The bilevel optimization
handles iterations over weighting factors such that the best
fit between measurements and the solution of the original
optimal control problem formulated in Sect. 2.3 is found.
For each iteration the obtained solution of weighting factors
resulting from the bilevel optimization problem is passed to
the lower level where the original optimal control problem is
solved and obtained results are reported back to the bilevel
where (7) is evaluated for the next iteration.

We employed the Matlab fmincon Trust Region Reflective
Algorithm solver to solve the bilevel optimization problem.
Box constraints for each weighting factor were specified to
define a search space for the solver.

2.6 User-group optimized STS assistance

Finally, we use the already introduced biomechanical model
and optimization approach to calculate optimal assistive
strategies for the robotic assistant that is used to support sub-
jects in STS transfers. We implement assistive strategies that
are tailored to the specific class and weakness of a certain
subject.

InDreben (2006) a classification scheme for transfer assis-
tancewas proposed that considers the request for supervision,
type of assistance and participation of targeted persons. Here
we focus on the two classes of maximal assist, “the patient
contributes with less than 25 % of the required effort to
accomplish the STS task ”, and moderate assist, “the patient
contributes with at least 50% of the required effort to accom-
plish the STS task”. As proposed by nursing specialists, the
most common techniques for assisting persons in STS trans-
fers belonging to the maximal assist class foresee that the
caregiver stands in front of the person to be assisted, locks
the knees and feet of the patient, grips the patient at the upper
trunk and lifts the person. Stronger patients belonging to the
moderate assist class require less physical assistance, but
more balance support. In this case, the caregiver stands in
front of the patient, grasps the hands and applies forces to
assist in the STS transfer, while simultaneously assisting in
keeping the patient’s balance.

Moreover, the weakness may be either limited to specific
segments of the body because of a certain disease or surgery
(case a), or spread over multiple segments (case b).
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For the maximal assist class, we considered that the
required assistance is applied to the upper body under the
patient’s shoulders. For the moderate assist class, the inter-
action point is considered on the human hands. By solving
the aforementioned optimization problemwe determine opti-
mal assistive strategies in form of robot motion trajectories.
Doing so, we consider torque constraints in the optimal con-
trol problem, which are based on the level of the weakness
in human segments (as discussed above), and constraints on
the assistive forces to be applied at the contact point(s).

The accuracy and usefulness of obtained assistive strate-
gies highly depends on the proposed human STS model,
which has to be carefully validated. Therefore, in the fol-
lowing sections we study the validity of the proposed model,
first for healthy subjects and then for elderly and patients.

3 Validation of STS model

In order to determine weighting factors and test the quality
of the STS model against real measurements, we performed
a set of STS transfer experiments with healthy and elderly
subjects, where both cases of unassisted and assisted STS
transfers were studied. In the following sections, we report
on the validation methods and obtained results (Fig. 2).

3.1 Data capturing

Capturing of STS transfer motions has been performed in
two sessions, first for healthy subjects and then for patients.

3.1.1 Healthy subjects

We performed STS transfer experiments with three healthy
male subjects to test the quality of the STS model against
real measurements. Their body measurements are listed in
Table 3 of Appendix 2.

Participants were instructed to perform a few practice tri-
als in order to find a comfortable feet placement. They were
asked to keep their feet fixed to the ground, their arms crossed
over the chest, and their upper body straight during the whole
experiment (see Fig. 3). Each subject was asked to repeat
five STS transfers at a natural speed while the seat heights
were adjusted on an armless office chair to fit the lower leg
length. Since a set of pre-performed experiments with differ-
ent subjects showed that typically people leave the chair with
upper-body inclination of about 30◦ (where zero represents
the upright trunk position), the subjects were asked to start
the STS transfer with about 30◦ initial inclination in order to
reduce the effect of not-modeled chair support and therefore
allow for a fairer comparison of model and experiments.

An Xsens MVN inertial motion capture system, see
Roetenberg et al. (2013), was used for full-body human

Fig. 2 Snapshots taken during the unassisted and assisted STS exper-
iments performed by elderly

Fig. 3 Snapshots taken during a human STS transfer (first row) and
corresponding simulation results (second row)

motion capture. The subjects were asked to wear the Xsens
MVN motion capture suit which consists of MTx miniature
inertialmeasurement unitswith 3D linear accelerometers, 3D
rate gyroscopes and 3D magnetometers. These trackers are
placed at strategic locations on the human body (in the suit),
to measure motion of the whole body including 23 segments
(22 joints). The accuracy of the Xsense system is highly
dependent on the calibration procedure, where subjects are
asked to keep their body in some predefined configurations.
The calibration has been performed for every subject before
starting recordings. In the performedexperiments a verygood
visual observable accuracy was achieved since the healthy
subjects could easily keep their body in the requested con-
figurations, but as no ground truth with an external tracking
system was available no absolute numbers for the achieved
accuracy can be given. Kinematic data including segment
position and orientation, velocity and acceleration were cap-
tured with a sampling rate of 120 Hz.
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Every STS transfer was assumed to start from the sta-
tic configuration in the sitting position and to finish when
the user arrives at the fully standing position with zero joint
velocities. The average STS transfer movement time for all
subjects was found to be in the range of 1–2.5 s.

The experiments took place at the Chair of Automatic
Control Engineering in September 2013, under ethical
approval by the Etics review committee (Etikkommission,
Fakultät für Medizin, Technische Universität München,
Ismaninger Str. 22, 71675, Munich, Germany).

3.1.2 Elderly subjects

Validation of the proposed STS model was performed using
a set of recordings from nine elderlies with varying age
and gender (5 male and 4 female, from 75 to 87 years
old) performing unassisted and assisted STS transfers. The
recruitment of the participants was decided based on their
cognitive and motor status. In general we targeted subjects
with mild to moderate impairment levels.

Subjects were included if they met the following crite-
ria: (1) unable to stand up and sit down unassisted from
a normal chair or 5-chair stand test (Guralnik et al. 1994)
>16.7 s and (2) habitual gait speed <0.6 m/s. The cognitive
impairment was screened with the Mini-Mental State Exam-
ination (Folstein et al. (1975)) classifying patients into no,
mild to moderate, or severe cognitive impairment if MMSE
provides test scores ≥26, 17–26 or <17, respectively. The
participant metadata consists of information about sex, age,
height, weight as well as the cognitive andmotor impairment
level are listed in Table 4 of Appendix 2.

The experiments took place in the Agaplesion Bethanien
Hospital/Geriatric Centre of the University of Heidelberg
in November 2013, with the ethical approval by the Ethics
review committee (Ethikkommission der Medizinischen
Fakultät Heidelberg, Alte Glockengießerei 11/1, 69115 Hei-
delberg, Germany).

Two general variations of tasks were asked to be per-
formed by patients in order to determine optimal policies
regarding STS transfers:

a. Unassisted STS transfers: three repetitions of STS trans-
fers performed in the patient’s own preferredwaywithout
providing any instruction for initial configuration, hand
or feet positions. This was an optional task and was only
performed if the patient was able to accomplish unas-
sisted STS transfers.

b. Assisted STS transfers: three repetitions of STS transfers
when a passive rollator was positioned in front of patients
and they were asked to grasp its handles to receive phys-
ical support while performing STS transfers.

The passive rollator was equipped with two 6 DOF
force/torque sensors of type JR3 45E15 mounted on the rol-
lator’s handles. Figure 2 presents the snapshots taken during
the unassisted and assisted STS experiments by one elderly.

Motion of the subjects was captured using a Qualisys sys-
tem with eight infrared cameras mounted on tripods and
placed around the recording area. A suitable marker set
including 48 reflective markers was used to track the limb
movements. The accuracy of the Qualisys tracking system
depends on the type of camera chosen, the number of cameras
used in the experiment, the size of the tracking environment,
the selection of the marker sets and how the markers are
fixed on themoving segments: In the performed experiments,
the accuracy of 0.7 mm was achieved for tracking each of
the markers. Markers were selected to result in least pos-
sible occlusions when tracking the whole body and based
on suggested marker sets of the manufacturer of the system.
However, the biggest source of inaccuracy (which should
not be more than 1 cm, although we have no direct possi-
bility to measure it) comes from the installation of markers
on the subjects. Strips were used to fix the subject clothes
in the vicinity of each marker to guarantee an as stable as
possible marker position. Nevertheless, movements of the
subject may have resulted in a slight shift of the markers
with respect to the human skin. The usage of special stretchy
clotheswith free arms and legswas unfortunately declined by
most elderly subjects and thus, the usage of strips was con-
sidered a good compromise. The motion capture data was
post-processed in two steps: cleaning of raw data and label-
ing ofmarker trajectories using theQTM-manager software,5

reconstruction of the humanmodel and extracting themotion
data usingVisual3D software.We used extracted human joint
angles, velocities and accelerations for the computation of
joint torques based on the human inverse dynamics.

3.2 Validation method

Captured data was preprocessed to remove noise using a low-
pass filter with 5 Hz cut-off frequency. Parameters of the
biomechanical model were estimated for all subjects using
regression formulas provided by Zatsiorsky and Seluyanov
(1983), see Table 1 for results of subject S1.6 Based on the

5 This required that the image-based 3D-recordings of the trials were
cleaned from gaps, phantom markers, flickering and other inconsisten-
cies which occurred due to occlusions, reflections, loose clothes of the
patient, missing markers, and other unexpected incidences during the
recordings. Moreover, marker trajectories that have been mismatched
by the automatic marker identification algorithms of the software had
to be identified and reassigned manually.
6 Please note that at the time of performing experiments no detailed
information on anthropometric data and mass distributions in elderlies
was available in literature and thus, the parameters in Zatsiorsky et
al. were considered to approach the problem. However, very recently
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Table 1 Estimated
anthropometric limb data for
subject one

Length (m) COG (m) Mass (half body) (kg) Inertia (half body) (kg m2)

Foot 0.11 (0.115, 0.01) 1.434 –

Shank 0.414 0.257 3.346 0.0476

Thigh 0.459 0.224 9.56 0.2431

Trunk 0.736 0.431 22.66 2.6967

captured motion data, human torques and the COM trajec-
tories were estimated based on the human inverse dynamics
for each STS transfer motion.

Next, the proposed optimal control approach for simu-
lating natural STS transfers was evaluated by comparing
simulations with measurements. For each simulation, the
same experimental conditions of initial upper body incli-
nation and chair height as well as task completion time
were considered. Average values for the weighting factors
obtained for each user group were determined from the
results achieved using the inverse optimal control approach,
see Sect. 3.3.2 formore details, and then used for determining
STS trajectories using the optimization approach described
in Sect. 2. Finally, results of the optimization were compared
with captured data from the instance where subjects left the
chair as we did not consider the effect of the chair support
in our optimizations. The joint configuration at this instance
with zero velocity was used as initial condition for the opti-
mization algorithm.

3.3 Weighting factors

Deriving proper weighting factors for the cost function is
one of the most critical steps in order to achieve an accept-
able STS modeling performance. An inverse optimal control
approach was applied for each trial and subject to determine
the corresponding weighting factors best fitting to the pre-
sented cost function for replicating human STS transfers.
Only joint angles were required as input data for unassisted
STS transfers, performed either by healthy or elderly sub-
jects. For assisted STS transfers additionally the measured
forces at the robot handles were taken into account. In order
to determine the subject’sweakness, the following stepswere
performed: first, required joint torques were computed based
on the recorded motion data to determine required torques
for a successfully performedSTS transfer. Then, the recorded
external force profiles were transformed into joint torques.
Finally, the required assistance was estimated by relating

Footnote 6 continued
(in Sep 2015) a new study by Hoang and Mombaur (2015) proposed an
adaptation of the parameters defined in De Leva (1996) specifically for
elderlies. Using these adapted formulas may lead to a better estimation
of the anthropometric data of elderly subjects.

joint torques from the provided assistance to the total required
joint torques for a successful STS transfer.

Since a STS transfer is a complex task, in the following
section we investigate the effects of each weighting factor on
the overall combination of different criteria used tomodel the
STS motion. Moreover, we report on the obtained weight-
ing factors using the bilevel optimization approach for each
group of subjects.

3.3.1 Qualitative sensitivity analysis of weighting factors

To get an understanding for the sensitivity of results on vary-
ingweighting factors, eachweighting factorwasmanipulated
manually and themodel accuracywas checked by comparing
simulation results with obtained measurement data. Gener-
ally for all cases of experiments with healthy and elderly
subjects, good modeling accuracy was obtained when the
largest weighting factors were specified for the joint angle
and velocity limits (W5) to effectively remove unfeasible
motions. To guarantee human balance (specifically for the
case of assisted STS, see Sect. 4), the corresponding weight-
ing factors (W1) need a high priority too, while lower values
are required for theminimum jerk, minimum effort, andmin-
imum torque change terms. For the minimum jerk term (W2)
small changes in its weighting factor were found to result in
a rather high variation of simulated STS transfers. Reducing
the value resulted in a relative high velocity impulse close to
the end of the STS transfer and increasing the value resulted
in smoother trajectories with a comparable deceleration at
the end of the motion. Regarding the minimum effort term,
smaller weighting factors of (W4) for the knee compared to
the hip and both smaller compared to the ankle resulted in
a better modeling accuracy as the highest and lowest con-
tribution for a STS transfer were observed to come from
the knee and ankle, respectively. Concerning the minimum
torque change term (W3), low values of the weighting fac-
tor resulted in smoother motions and control profiles while
larger values produced non-human like behavior.

Final term conditions (W f 1, W f 2) in the cost function
were also found to be a very important factor in the optimiza-
tion. Selecting low values, no control in the sagittal planewas
possible. On the other hand, very large values overruled all
other factors in the cost function and thus, led to an immedi-
ate termination of the optimization as no improvement over
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Table 2 Mean value of the cost
function weighting factors

Weights Healthy Unassisted elderly Assisted elderly

W f 1 w × 105 w × 105 w × 105

W f 2 w × 102 w × 102 w × 102

W1 188.9 57.2 236.6

W2 18.2 × diag(1, 1, 1) 1.012 × diag(1, 1, 1) 26.21 × diag(1, 1, 1)

W3 10−3 × diag(1, 1, 1) 10−3 × diag(1, 1, 1) 10−3 × diag(1, 1, 1)

W4 10−3 × diag(15, 2, 0.5) 10−3 × diag(60, 6, 3) 10−3 × diag(63, 62, 67)

W5 105 105 105

Fig. 4 Normalized value of the
obtained weighting factors for
different STS transfers
performed by different user
groups. Box plots represent the
distribution of the weightings
for different subjects in each
group with respect to the mean
value (red lines), while dashed
gray lines present the standard
deviation (Color figure online)

iterations could be achieved. We found that the body weight
strongly influences the final STS model performance that
required to consider these weighting factors in proportion to
the user weight w.

3.3.2 Obtained weighting factors by inverse optimal control

Using inverse optimal control a series of weighting factors
was finally determined for the cost function (6). Table 2
shows mean values of the obtained weighting factors for the
three cases of healthy, unassisted elderly and assisted elderly
STS transfers,7 while Fig. 4 also shows information on stan-
dard deviations. For the sake of presentation the values in
Fig. 4 are normalized with the maximum values for each
weighting factor found over all trials. Weightings for final
terms aswell as joint constraints are not shown since no varia-
tion (or only negligible variations)were found. Since the joint
constraints have to be satisfied during the sit-to-standmotion,
their corresponding weightings for the boundary conditions
(W5) were considered as constant large value for all cases
and were removed from IOC. However, the corresponding
weights for the final terms (W f 1 and W f 2) were found to
be a function of the subject’s total weight w as reported in
Table 2.8

Focusing on the variation of the weighting factors, mean
values of weighting factors W1 and W2 were found to be
most similar between healthy and assisted elderly groups,

7 The box constraints in the bilevel optimization (Eq. 7) were consid-
ered to be in the range of Wi ∗ 10−2 to Wi ∗ 10−2 in order to consider
a relatively large search space.
8 Please note that no correlation analysis has been performed on other
weighting factors of the cost function.

while a very small variation was found forW3 for all groups.
According to the obtained weighting factors healthy and
unassisted elderly subjects minimized more torque on the
ankle than knee and hip (W4,a > W4,k > W4,h), see Table 2.
However, no such prioritizationwas observed for the assisted
elderly subjects. A considerable variation for different sub-
jects was found in most of the weighting factors for assisted
elderly subjects (maximum for W1 and the lowest for W3).

3.4 Validation results

Validation of the finally obtained models was performed
by comparing simulations based on mean values of the
weighting factors (reported in Table 2) and corresponding
experimental results. The user’s COM position and joint
torques observed during STS transfers and averaged over
the captured trials (five times for healthy subjects and three
times for elderlies)were chosen for comparison of simulation
and experiments. A first comparison showed that similar STS
strategies were selected by different subjects in each group.

To provide a measure for the overall model accuracy,
for all subjects the normalized integral of the error between
experiments and simulation was computed as

ev =
∫ |vexp(t) − vsim(t)|dt∫ |vexp,max − vexp,min|dt

where vexp and vsim refer to data in experiments and simula-
tion respectively, with vexp,max , vexp,min the maximum and
minimum value of experiments. This error was evaluated
over the x and y components of the COM position (ecomx ,
ecom y) and the ankle, knee and hip torques (eτ a, eτ k, eτ h).
The obtained results for all 3 cases of healthy, unassisted and
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Fig. 5 Normalized integrated
error between simulation and
experiments of STS transfers
performed by different user
groups. Box plots show the
distribution of the errors with
respect to the mean value (red
lines), while dashed gray lines
present the standard deviation
(Color figure online)

Fig. 6 Simulation and experimental results of the human COM posi-
tion (left), joint angles (middle), and joint torques (right) during STS
transfers. Left trajectories of the user’s COM from five STS transfer

repetitions (solid lines) and corresponding simulation result (dashed
red).Middle, right experimental results of the joint angles and torques
(solid line) and simulation results (dashed)

assisted STS transfers are shown in Fig. 5. The maximum
average error was obtained for unassisted elderly subjects
in the ankle and hip torques. This is mainly due to the fact
that most of the elderly subjects tried to benefit from exter-
nal assistance using their hand to initially push their body
up in unassisted STS transfers, see Fig. 2. This resulted in a
small mismatch between the proposed STSmodel and exper-
iments. Considering the complexity of the problem and the
simplified assumptions for the human model, the errors in
all three studied cases are considerably low and illustrate an
overall high agreement of model and measurements.

As similar results were obtained for the performed rep-
etitions in each group and for the sake of presentation we
only present simulation and measurement trajectories for the
COM position for five repetitions as well as joint angles and
joint torques for one repetition in Fig. 6.9 As can be seen all
three joints as well as COM smoothly converge to their stable
final configurations, which is well captured by the model in
all cases. The initial errors for the user joint torques between
simulations and corresponding experiments resulted mainly
from neglecting the supportive chair effect, more specifically
from neglecting initial subject velocities and accelerations at
the instance of leaving the chair. A series of snapshots for
above-mentioned STS transfers and corresponding simula-
tion results are shown in Fig. 3 to further depict the similarity
of the results. As can be observed the user leaves the chair
while having almost 45◦ upper body inclination.

9 Please note that although subjects were asked to minimize varia-
tion, still non-negligible differenceswere observed, especially for initial
upper body inclination and feet positions.

4 Robot-assisted STS transfers

In the following subsections we first report on optimization
results obtained when taking into account external assistive
forces. Then, we report on the realization of the proposed
user-adapted STS transfer assistance with an assistive robot
and a performed user study with elderly.

4.1 Optimization results considering external assistance

We implemented assistive strategies that are tailored to the
specific class and weakness of a certain subject. We specifi-
cally report on simulation results for the two tailored assistive
strategies of a maximal and moderate assist class as well as
two patient categories with general or more specific muscle
weakness (see Sect. 4). The weighting factors are consid-
ered as the mean value of the assisted elderly obtained from
the model validation study and reported in Sect. 3.3.2, while
the weighting for minimization of assistive forces were con-
sidered equal to diag(8, 8, 8) for all assisted STS transfer
simulations. The same values of diag(8, 8, 8) were consid-
ered for both cases to minimize the influence of this term
on the STS transfer. The selection of these weighting factors
is a design choice. In the paper weighting factors have been
chosen to result in an overall smooth behavior. But different
rationales may be followed for the selection of them: when
for example aiming formimickinghuman–human interaction
weighting factors could be determined by replaying trajecto-
ries recorded in human–human interaction using the robotic
system and recording the occurring interaction forces, which
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Fig. 7 Columns from left to right: simulation results of the human
COM positions, joint positions, external assistive forces and moment,
and joint torques during STS transfers for patients belong to the class of
maximal assistance and having equal weakness in all joints (first row)

and weakness in specific joints (second row), as well as for patients
belong to the class of moderate assistance and having equal weakness
in all joints (third row) and weakness in specific joints (fourth row)
(Color figure online)

could then be used in the inverse optimal control to derive
proper weighting factors. But also other principles may be
followed to select weighting factors, e.g. based on a training
program.

4.1.1 STS assistance for the maximal assist class

For the maximal assist class the required assistance is typ-
ically applied to upper body segments under the shoulders.
The independent effects of the shoulder and elbow jointswere
neglected in the biomechanical model. This is mainly due
the fact that the patients belonging to the considered max-
imal assist class are expected to perform very small hand
motions during a STS transfer. However, the inertia effects
of the arms are still considered in the upper body dynamics.
We restricted the shank motion by considering a lower range
of motion for the ankle joint (6) to mimic the influence of
locking the patient’s knees and feet during the STS transfer.

Considering the minimum torques needed to rise success-
fully without help, see Yoshioka et al. (2007), joint torque
constraints (τ ankle < 75, τ knee < 75, τ hip < 25) were
assumed to simulate patients of case a and (τ ankle < 40,
τ knee < 40, τ hip < 40) for case b, respectively. We

considered more than 50 % weakness for a person with
body measurements similar to subject S1. We also acti-
vated the most effective interactive force components in
the STS transfer model, namely vertical and horizontal
external force components (Fx , Fy) as well as the angular
momentum (Mz). Figure 7 shows obtained trajectories of the
assistive force/moment profiles to be applied to the user as
well as the user’s COM, joint angles and joint torques. As
can be observed human weakness is compensated through
proper external assistance as the STS transfer is smoothly
accomplished while the human joint torque remained lower
than the considered user’s capability.

4.1.2 STS assistance for the moderate assist class

For the moderate assist class we assumed that the patient is
able to rigidly grasp a robotic device that assists in STS trans-
fers. Thus, also the human arm has been considered in the
biomechanical model. Higher joint torque limits compared
to the maximum assist class and the two sorts of weaknesses
were set (τ ankle < 100, τ knee < 100, τ hip < 50) for case
a and (τ ankle < 55, τ knee < 55, τ hip < 55) for case
b. Required supportive force/momentum profiles as well as
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Fig. 8 Assistive robot with actuated handles employed for the evalua-
tion of proposed assistive STS transfers

the obtained user’s COM, joint positions and torques dur-
ing the STS transfer are shown in Fig. 7. As expected, the
required external supportive force/moments are reduced in
comparison to themaximal assist classwhile again the human
weakness is well compensated.

4.2 User study

An intensive evaluation by 33 elderly subjectswas performed
to assess the effectiveness of the proposed optimal STS trans-
fer assistance. Thirty women and three men participated in
the evaluation which took place for six weeks (from Oct. to
Dec. 2014), in the Agaplesion Bethanien Hospital/Geriatric
Centre of the University of Heidelberg. The average age of
participants was 84.5± 5.0, ranging from 74 to 94 years old.
Subjects had on average moderate stage impairment in cog-
nitive and motor status (MMSE score: 24.9 ± 3.9; 5-chair
stand: 19.6± 3.9 s; gait speed 0.47± 0.13). Moreover, 64 %
of participants experienced at least one fall within the past 12
months. All the users used normal walkers in their daily life.
The experiments were performed with the ethical approval
of the Ethics review committee (Ethikkommission der Medi-
zinischen Fakultät Heidelberg, Alte Glockengießerei 11/1,
69115 Heidelberg, Germany).

4.2.1 Experimental setup

The assistive strategies have been implemented on a robotic
mobility assistance platform equipped with two actuated rear
wheels and two 2 DOF parallel actuated arms (see Fig. 8).
Handle levers are designed to always keep the same orien-
tation as shown in Fig. 8, and are equipped with a pair of 6
DOF JR3 force torque sensors. The arms are actuated using
spindle drives controlled independently in the sagittal plane.

Each arm has two actuated revolute joints and one passive
joint. The torques are applied to the actuated joints by linear
actuators which are connected to the segments by the rotary
joints. The torque at the passive joint is applied by a cable
drive, which is rigidly connected to the first two actuated
joints and keeps the handle in the horizontal position. The
range of motion of each joint is as follows, 0 < θ1 < 49◦
and 0 < θ2 < 91◦ where θ1 = θ2 = 0 refers to the arm
stretched in upright configuration, resulting in a reachable
handle position of 0 < x < 0.5 m and 0 < y < 0.6 m
in Cartesian space, where 0 refers to the handle position in
θ1 = θ2 = 0.

The controller of the arms is implemented using MAT-
LAB/Simulink Real-TimeWorkshop where the handle posi-
tions are controlled in Cartesian space using inverse kine-
matics and a high-gain low-level PID joint space position
controller. Communication and sensing loop are set to run at
T = 1 ms sampling time.

Because of workspace limitations of the used mobility
assistance robot, we had to exclude very tall or small persons
as the obtained optimal trajectories could not be realized.

4.2.2 Methods

Each subject performed aMiniMental test and its resultswere
recorded along with body characteristics including patient’s
height, total weight and specific weaknesses. Anthropomet-
ric limb data for each patient was estimated based on weight
and height information using regression formulas provided in
Zatsiorsky and Seluyanov (1983). Each user was assigned to
a specific target group according to their level of impairment
and their specific or more general weakness were recorded.
Consideration of the level of subject’s impairment, advice
of nurse specialists and the mean value of percentage of
the weakness already used in Sect. 3.3 allowed the selection
of specific joint torque limits for the optimization. Finally,
optimizations were performed to derive user-specific opti-
mal robot handle trajectories taking the aforementioned joint
torque limits into account. Because of robot workspace limi-
tations, initial and final hand configurations were considered
within the robot workspace to achieve optimal trajectories
realizable with our assistive robot. The initial hand position
was selected as close as possible to the subject hip sitting
on a chair. An example of the achieved individualized robot
handle trajectories is shown in Fig. 9.

During the experiments the chair height was adjusted to
the user’s knee height. Before testing the robot STS transfer
assistance, the ability of participants to perform unassisted
STS transfers was assessed. The participants were instructed
to stand up without receiving any support neither from the
assistive robot, nor from the nurse-specialist supervising the
experiments. In order to standardize experiments, each sub-
jectwas orally instructed how touse the assistive robot,where
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Fig. 9 An example of the achieved individualized robot handle trajec-
tories (left handle position, right handle velocities) (Color figure online)

Fig. 10 Success rate of STS transfers

to sit and how to keep the feet position. Then, the assistive
robot was placed in front of the patient and the robot handles
were brought to the initial configuration for the STS task. The
subject was asked to grip the robot handles and to trigger the
robot controller by applying a rather small downward force,
whenever they felt ready for the STS transfer. Each subject
performed five STS transfers with the help of the assistive
robot considering pauses to avoid exhaustion. After finishing
all five trials participants were asked to fill a questionnaire.

4.2.3 Results

Figure 12 shows a sequence of the STS transfer assistance
provided by the robot to an elderly subject. In total 165
STS trials were recorded from 33 participants. Apart from
the results of the questionnaire (which will be reported in
another manuscript reporting the clinical perspective), two
performance metrics were considered in order to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed STS transfer support: STS
transfer success rates and similarity of the assistive force
profiles in simulation and experiments.

All participants were able to stand up from the chair with
the help of the assistive robot at least three out of five times,

Fig. 11 Comparison of simulation and experimental force trajectories
for two elderly subjects able to fully stretch their body in the final
standing configuration (top) and two elderly subjects not able to fully
stretch their body in the final standing configuration (below). Solid and
dotted lines are obtained measurements of the fourth and fifth STS
transfer trials, while dashed lines are the expected force trajectories
obtained by simulation (Color figure online)

where all participants successfully achieved a standing posi-
tion within the 4th and 5th trial. Figure 10 shows the average
success rate recorded for all patients per trials. Across all
participants and trials an average success rate of 93.3 % was
achieved, while a success rate of 54.5 % was achieved for
the preliminary test assessing the STS transfer abilitywithout
support. Subjects became quickly familiar with the robot and
fast motor learning took place as the success rate increased
quickly with trials. The 100 % success rate for the fourth
and fifth trial shows a great success in providing robotic STS
transfer assistance.
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Fig. 12 Snapshots taken during the evaluation of the STS transfer assistance

Apart from the success rate for STS transfers, we aimed to
compare the similarity of interaction forces between human
and robot obtained in simulation and experiments. The forces
and moments measured at each robot handle were trans-
formed and summed as follows to define the total interaction
forces and moments (Ftot and T tot) provided to the human,

T tot = hl × Fl + hr × Fr ,

Ftot = Fl + Fr (8)

where hi i ∈ (l, r) are the distance between the contact
points (robot handles) and the center of robot handles. We
mainly compare the horizontal and vertical components of
the obtained force trajectories aswell as the component of the
moment orthogonal to the plane of the force axis. Although
for many of the patients a good similarity has been obtained,
see e.g. Fig. 11 (top), some of the subjects could not fully
stretch their body in the final configuration and therefore a
considerable high amount of assistive forces was required
while standing, see e.g. Fig. 11 (below). As this latter case
was not considered in our model, clear mismatches between
measurements and simulation can be observed. To incor-
porate this effect joint limits need to be adjusted. Further,
asymmetric motions as observed for patients with one-sided
impairments can not be properly replicated by our 2D model
and require an extension to 3 dimensions.

After completion of all five STS transfers, the subjective
user perception was evaluated by means of a questionnaire
adopted from Schwickert et al. (2011). High overall satisfac-
tion with the optimal STS assistance system was observed.
Details on this subjective evaluation though will be reported
in another manuscript addressing the clinical perspective
(Fig. 12).

5 Conclusion

We have presented an optimal feedback control formulation
for themodeling of assisted and unassisted human STS trans-
fers. Compared to previous work based on SQP approaches,
we based our optimization on DDP that has been proven
to be a powerful tool to study biological movements. It

allows to obtain an optimal solution with respect to a defined
cost function and considers the nonlinearity of the human
biomechanics as well as physical constraints, which are natu-
rally incorporated into the optimization framework. It further
shows potential for future online implementation.

We showed that natural STS transfers could be achieved
with the help of a cost function that linearly combines a series
of factors and finds a compromise between task end-point
accuracy, human balance, energy consumption as well as
smoothness of motion and control and takes further human
biomechanical control constraints into account. Validation of
the proposed approach was performed for different healthy
and elderly subjects.

The model was extended with external forces and torques
and optimal assistive STS transfer strategieswere determined
considering two types of assistance classes and weaknesses.
The resulting optimal assistive trajectories were calculated
and implemented on a robotic mobility assistant. The assis-
tive STS transfer approach was finally evaluated by 33
elderlies performing 165 trials. Results show a high user sat-
isfaction as well as a 100 % success rate for all participants
in the fourth and fifth trial.

Possible future extensions include the consideration of
more complex three-dimensional human dynamic models
with direct muscle control. Moreover, the inclusion of chair
support forces,whichwill require switching themodel during
optimization, represent a natural extension of the presented
approach. Ultimately, one may aim for online implementa-
tion of the optimal control approach for assisted sit-to-stand
transfers.
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Appendix 1

Differential dynamic programming (DDP) first proposed in
Mayne (1966) and recently reformulated by Tassa et al.
(2012) is used to solve the optimal control problem for-
mulated in this paper. DDP iteratively and quadratically
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approximates the costs and the nonlinear system dynamics
around the current trajectory. Then, an approximately opti-
mal control law is found by designing an affine controller
for the approximated system that enforces formulated con-
trol constraints. For our specific STS transfer problem we
consider pure gravity compensating forces as an initial guess
of the control sequence, which is then iteratively improved
by the algorithmwith respect to the formulated cost function.
The iterative approach is implemented as follows:

First, the cost function is time-discretized

c(x(k), τ (k)) =
N−1∑
k=0

( 6∑
i=1

C i (x(k), τ (k)) �t (9)

with N = T/�t . Then, each iteration starts with an open
loop control sequence τ̂ k that is applied to the deterministic
nonlinear and discretized forward dynamics x̂k+1 = x̂k +
�t f (x̂k, τ̂ k) using standard Euler integration at sample k.
Then, the dynamics and the cost function are quadratically
approximated in the vicinity of the current trajectory. Both
aforementioned approximations are expressed in terms of
state and control deviations, i.e. δxk = xk − x̂k and δτ k =
τ k − τ̂ k , and are computed as follows,

δxk+1 = (I + �t f x)δxk + �t ( f τ δτ k + δτ T
k f τ xδxk)

+ 0.5�t (δxTk f xxδxk + δτ T
k f ττ δτ k) (10)

c(δx, δτ ) = δxTk c
x + δτ T

k c
τ + δτ T

k c
τ xδxk

+ 0.5(δxTk c
xxδxk + δτ T

k c
ττ δτ k) (11)

with funcvars the partial derivative of function func
with respect to variables ordered by vars and evaluated at
(x̂k, τ̂ k).

At each moment k, the cost for the optimal control of
the system from the current state xk to the final state xN is
defined by:

v(xk) = φ f inal(xN ) + ck(xi , τ ∗
i ), (12)

where τ ∗
i is the optimal control decision. This local approx-

imation of the original optimal control problem can then
be efficiently solved by evaluating the Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman equation

vk(δx) = δxTk Pk + 1

2
δxTk Qkδxk + δτ ∗T

k Rk

+ 1

2
δτ ∗T

k Skδτ ∗
k + δτ ∗T

k T kδxk (13)

where

Pk = �t cx + (I + �t f x)vx
k+1

Rk = �t (cτ + f τ vx
k+1)

Qk = �t cxx + (I + �t f x)vxx
k+1(I + �t ( f x)T )

+ �t f xxvx
k+1

Sk = �t (cττ + f τ vxx
k+1( f

τ )T ) + �t f ττ vx
k+1

T k = �t cτ x + (�t ( f τ )T )vxx
k+1(I + �t ( f x)T )

+ �t f τ xvx
k+1.

Minimizing the right side of (13)with respect to δτ k deter-
mines the optimal control policy as follows,

δτ ∗
k = −S−1

k Rk − S−1
k T kδxk . (14)

The resulting control law is of affine form δτ ∗
k = lk +

Lkδxk with an open loop term (lk = −S−1
k Rk) and a

feedback term (Lkδxk = −S−1
k T kδxk). Additional control

constraints are taken into account by enforcing the open loop
terms to lie inside of a constrained boundary.

For each iteration i the approximate optimal control
sequence τ̂

(i+1)
k is finally obtained by adding the newly cal-

culated corrective control term and the control term of the
last iteration τ̂

(i+1)
k = δτ

(i)
k + τ̂

(i)
k , and then the new nominal

state and control trajectories are computed using the dynamic
equations of the system.10

Appendix 2

The body measurements of the healthy and elderly partici-
pants in the validation of the STS transfer model (Tables 3,
4).

Table 3 Anthropometric data of healthy subjects participating in the
STS model validation

Subject Age Weight (kg) Height (m)

S1 26 74 1.72

S2 25 80 1.8

S3 29 70 1.83

10 In Tassa et al. (2012), Li and Todorov (2004) authors proposed dif-
ferent improvements to the iterative LQG method including solutions
to the invertability problem of Sk that have been also considered in
the above-mentioned DDP implementation, but are not explicitly men-
tioned here because of space limitations.
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Table 4 Anthropometric data, cognitive and motor impairment level of elderly subjects participating in the STS model validation

Subject Age Weight (kg) Height (m) Cognitive impairment level Motor impairment level

S1 80 64 1.53 No impairment Moderate

S2 77 60 1.59 No impairment Moderate

S3 77 69 1.75 No impairment Moderate

S4 80 89 1.64 Moderate Moderate

S5 85 56 1.49 No impairment Moderate

S6 80 70 1.40 Severe Moderate

S7 75 74 1.56 No impairment Moderate

S8 85 85 1.70 Moderate Moderate

S9 81 61 1.78 Moderate Moderate
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